
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Market factors influencing the baked goods market.
•• Breads and sweet baked goods eaten in the past three months.
•• Impact of health considerations on purchase choice.
•• Impact of COVID-19 on baked goods.
•• Attitudes towards baked goods.
•• Attitudes towards home baking.

Baking at home may require more effort than purchasing something from the
store, but Canadians who bake are finding great fulfilment from their hobby.
Over eight in 10 (82%) say that baking improves their mood and a similar
proportion (81%) say that baking allows them to express their creativity.

Cost of living pressures will motivate many shoppers to trade down to lower-
priced private label brands. Consumers will be looking for added-value
through claims related to health or convenience in order to justify their
spending.

Health concerns will remain a threat to baked good purchases, since 69% of
Canadians believe that eating baked goods with a lot of carbs is unhealthy.
This has led many brands to innovate towards lower carbohydrate options,
expanding ingredient lists beyond traditional grains.

The shift towards increased home cooking (driven by pandemic behavioural
changes and cost of living increases which limit dining out) promises to be an
opportunity for baked goods. Canadians will have a greater number of
occasions in which to consume baked goods and could be encouraged to do
so by highlighting versatile recipes which incorporate baked good staples.
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“The fact that almost every
Canadian has enjoyed baked
goods over the past three
months leaves little room for
growth from a penetration
standpoint, but offers hope
that consumer enthusiasm can
be translated into growth
through increased occasions.”

– Meghan Ross, Senior Home
& Beauty Analyst
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• Immigration patterns will alter consumer expectations for
baked goods
Figure 7: Distribution of foreign-born population, by region of
birth, Canada, 1871-2036*

• Canada’s aging population will have specific health needs
Figure 8: Population aged 0-14 and 65+, 1988-2068*

• Health and wellness are considerations at the grocery store
Figure 9: Mintel Trend Driver: Wellbeing
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• Added value will ease the sting of inflation
Figure 15: Heinz Hot Dog Pact, July 2021
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Figure 17: Mintel Trend Driver: Value
Figure 18: Furlani Roasted Garlic Soft Rolls (Canada), June
2022
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• Home bakers are thinking outside the oven
Figure 24: Instant Pot Official Instagram post, May 2022
Figure 25: Pillsbury Instagram post, March 2022

• Consumers are seeking comfort in the familiar
Figure 26: Mintel Trend Driver: Experiences
Figure 27: Betty Crocker Instagram post, October 2021
Figure 28: Real Duncan Hines Instagram post, July 2021

• The vast majority of Canadians eat bread
Figure 29: Baked goods eaten in the past three months, 2022
vs 2019, 2022
Figure 30: Baked goods eaten in the past three months, men
vs women, 2022
Figure 31: Baked goods eaten in the past three months, by
age, 2022

• Canadians are happy to indulge in sweet treats
Figure 32: Sweet baked goods eaten in the past three
months, 2022 vs 2019, 2022
Figure 33: Sweet baked goods eaten in the past three
months, men vs women, 2022
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• Preferences for baked goods vary somewhat by age
Figure 34: Sweet baked goods eaten in the past three months
(select), by age, 2022

• Social elements drive increased sweet baked good
consumption
Figure 35: Baked goods eaten in the past three months (net),
by household size, 2022

• Health considerations are taken into account by two-thirds
of shoppers
Figure 36: Important health-related options when choosing
baked goods, 2022

• Health priorities change with age
Figure 37: Important health-related options when choosing
baked goods, 18-44s vs over-45s, 2022
Figure 38: Important health-related options when choosing
baked goods (select), by parental status, 2022

• Asians are placing more importance on health factors
Figure 39: Important health-related options when choosing
baked goods (select), Chinese and South Asians vs overall,
2022

• Seven in 10 Canadians altered their baked good habits as a
result of the pandemic
Figure 40: Change in baked goods habits and views as a
result of the pandemic, 2022

• Women are relying on baked goods for comfort
Figure 41: Change in baked goods habits and views as a
result of the pandemic, men vs women, 2022

• Lifestyle changes are driving younger Canadians to alter
their eating habits
Figure 42: Change in baked goods habits and views as a
result of the pandemic (select), by age, 2022

• Asians have shifted their baked good eating habits to a
greater extent
Figure 43: Change in baked goods habits and views as a
result of the pandemic, Chinese and South Asian Canadians
vs overall, 2022

• Heightened worries are associated with increased snacking

HEALTH OPTIONS OF INTEREST IN BAKED GOODS

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON BAKED GOODS
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Figure 44: Those who have eaten baked goods as a way to
cope with stress, by level of concern about COVID-19
exposure, 2022

• Three in five Canadians bake at home
Figure 45: Baked in the past year, 2022

• Young men are enthusiastic about home baking
Figure 46: Baked in the past year, by age and gender, 2022
Figure 47: Baked in the past year, by parental status, 2022

• Baking behaviours
• Bakers are looking online for inspiration

Figure 48: Attitudes about baking behaviours (% agree), 2022
Figure 49: Nailed It! Season 6 | Official Trailer | Netflix, August
2021
Figure 50: Attitudes about baking behaviours (% agree),
18-44s vs over-45s, 2022
Figure 51: Attitudes about baking behaviours, by parental
status, 2022
Figure 52: Duff’s Happy Fun Bake Time | Now Streaming on
discovery+, April 2021
Figure 53: Be Our Chef | Official Trailer | Disney+, April 2021
Figure 54: Interest in putting in additional effort (% agree),
home bakers vs those who do not bake, 2022

• Emotional and social motivations
• Baking is good for the soul

Figure 55: Emotional baking motivators (% agree), 2022
Figure 56: Social baking motivators (% agree), 2022
Figure 57: Social baking motivators (% agree), 18-44s vs
over-45s, 2022
Figure 58: Social baking motivators (% agree), by parental
status, 2022
Figure 59: ‘Baking is a way to connect with my cultural
heritage’ (% agree), South Asians vs overall, 2022
Figure 60: General Mills Instagram post, April 2022

• Baking is a bonding activity
Figure 61: ‘I enjoy baking with my children’ (% agree), moms vs
dads, 2022
Figure 62: Great Value Dinosaur Bones Brownie Kit (US), May
2022
Figure 63: Curious Chef Instagram post, May 2022
Figure 64: Betty Crocker Instagram post, August 2021

ATTITUDES TOWARDS BAKING
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• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Consumer qualitative research
• Mintel Trend Drivers
• Abbreviations

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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